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COnPUTER-BASE SIMULATION
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INWDUCTION

i
Computer-based. simulation (CBS) represents

.

sunique utilization of

p'
of 'thecopputers for instruction that combines some of the best features ofthe

technologies of simuIttifrand computer-assiSted instruction (CAI).
, -

.
1

Until.a few years ago, CAI had been applied primarily to training skills

such as math and foreign languages with fairly consistent demonstrations

)

of Aame sayings and instructional effectiveness as compared to conventional
. .,

methodologies (e.g., Ford, Slough & aurlock, 1972). CBS grew out of an

interest li%e testing the application of CAI to procedural and perceptual
.

'motor lkills;'skil4 that traditionally had been trained with hands-on

t

practice on real-world objects'or high'fidellity Simulators

. . b
the potential for low-cost simulation combined with pedelp

)

. CBJS offered

4.940. effectiveness.

A

'CBS can be conceptualized as two-dimensional-simulation. Computer
,

graphics.or slides are used to create representations of the appearances

and dynamic operations of, physical objects or environments. Typically, the

simulatiOn is programmed in the context of instructional text and feedback

o a CAI system that has a cathode ray tube (CRT) or plasma4panel on which
.. -----.

the lesson materials, can be displayed:, An interattive Situation is created
\

4.

in thAt the student can manipulate the Simulation through. the keyboard,
. . .

touch panef:,or.liht pen of the system: The computer evaluates this

student inpul, presents feedback, and causes the simulated object to react

much in the same way as would its real-world counterpart.

4
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Several experimental efforts have,been carried, out to evaluate the

efficacy Of CBS for training. While the methodology is still in its

7
infancy, the data are conducive to some preliminary generalizations concerning

.

training considerations and C3S ,system features., The present paper will
.4.

.,.

discuss these early findings and'identify directions for future research.

s.

0

4

TRAINING CONSIDERATIONS
3

V

CBS has been used effectively to teach several different types,of

\J

tasks to a variety'of students; and a number of instructional innovations

.

have been developed as by-products; details will be presented in the

following paragraphs.

Flight officers on fnti-submarine. aircraft have been trained to perform

tactical operations tasks (Crawford; Hurlock, Padilla, & Sassano, 1976;

Crawford, Hurlock, & Rogoc 1977), and civilian pilots have been taught

to fly bolding patterns-(Feurzeig & Lukas, 1971; Trollip, 1177) through

the use of CBS. Other studies include,prellminary siills.training for

"A" school students in the operation of the oscilloscope (Stern, 1975),

and titration experiments for college students (Hollan, BuntlersOft & Dunham,.

1971). These efforts represent only a *sample of he work tHat, has been done

in the area. A ,,.
I,

9
.

.. .

CBS materials' are often programmed witHin theLcontext of learning
Y . .

strategies pr content-sequencing algorithms. .For example; Lahey and Coady
4

, ,

(1978) have lust completed another of several studesinvestigating.
' '

A,
v

,e :
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-efhe effectiveness of a learner controlled lesson that gives basic,elect;tonics

school students practice with a simulated multimeter. The resulting data

thus"addedto the knowledge bases of. both learner strategies and CBS.

r

Other interesting uses of CBS, which are unrelated to training performanceS--

oriented skills, have emerged in the literature. Rigney and Lutz (1976), for

example, were interested in .the effects of raagery on learning and used

graphic simulacions of a battery and,processessuch as, ionization and

reduction to teach abstract` electrochemical concepts.

Inwsummary, the research described above has generally suggested

the following training advantages for, CBS: Increasedtrainee proficie;cy,

time savings, cost effectiveness,- and high hptdent acceptability. I appears

that CBS has the potential to be a widely applicable training meth6 ology;

hoigever, th manner in which student and task characteristics interact with

fidelity variables ,remains to be determined. For example, one study, which

used simulation that was low in appearance fidelity and relatively high in

functional fidelity, resulted in lower student acceptability of cm training

materials than a previous one, that had utilized the same system and similar

materials (Crawford, et al., 1977). .It was not clear whether the lower

acceptability in the latter study was the result of using students with

L.
more previous realworld practice, attempting to train `more complex skills,

or both. In other wor4s, it was impossible to seperat out unilue effects

of fidelity alid student characteristics.

.

r



Another fidelity questiqg of interest pertains to the interactive patuie
.

..t

of graphic simulation.
,

That

.

is. how. interactive or functionally sialar

1:1

to the real -world must a graphic simulation be in ord to produce

the desired training'results? This-certainly has implications for determining

'whether'successfUl training achieved by, CBS is due to the unique capabilities"
. . , )

)
4

:.
, 0 of an interactive CBS system or could be achieved by some less expensive

.
,

, .

medium such as slide pro:jectidns. There is a study in progress at
,
the Navy

s. .

*Personnel Research and Development Center (NAVPERSRANDCEN) that is attempting

to control the interactive factor; these data should help to cAssify

some of the igsues raised above (Hurlock,. Note 1).

.

.Questions regarding the effects of,lppearande and functional fidelity,

must be answered in order to PrediSt the transfer effects of. CBS or any.

other variety of siniidation. The ttansfer issue has been in the literature

for years and has yet to be resolved. However, while the amount of fidelity

required to achieve positive transfer of training is still of central interest,

there is a new slant to the question. Recently, more emphasis has been placed

.
on the manner in Which a-simulation is used, i.e., its instructional context,

.

/ '
. ..

than its similarity.(to its real-world counterpart. (For a mote detailed
1

4
.

..% .

discussion of the problem, see Crawford and Crawford, 1978). .

0

Pei-iodically, attempts have be n made to- establish predictiond oftransfer
.

of performance -skills as a iunctio of fidelity (e.g., Miller, 1953a),

these predictions have not been based on data collected systematically, and,

in some cases, have hot-been databased at all. Thus,i!Tesearchers and

°decision makers. are to take maximum advantage of CBS as.a training methodology,

it will be necessary to take a systeMatic approach to empirically determining
. ..

.

, .

.how all of'the pertinent variAles att and interact with each other.
.

6
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. Knowledge regardii the televance 1), system features to effe7a3le and
.

,

4-
, -

.r

CBS- ,YSTEI FEATURES

a
N I.

4 "

efficient tr:itning is also an area of newly emetging interest. H9wever,\ I

, . .

1 .

some trends are beginning to appear as a result of restarcb-experitnce
.

.. .,- .
-- .

to :
.

p ' with varioussystems, and,these will be described'here.. ,

- ,

. . . 4,-. . .
1

.

: CBS in clearly different from gtandtrd 'CAI in that graphics are used
0 ,

' . ' f
.

extensively' iv. place of text. This places: an' en rely Unique pet of ie,-
...' ... . . r ' 0 C,

. quirements on software deyelopment,hich
'

can befacilitated-orhindered
$ ,,, k

*

by the system hardware. , ""r4

°

..

., ,, .
. A,gocid example.illustrating some of the differences canbe fodhd in

4e PLATO.the-report of a project designed atNAVPERSRANDCEN to evaluate

t..,
IV computer-based instructional systeM (Hurlock.:4, & Sl6Ugh, '1976). T. Tui. ,.

.

reviews
-- g

authors provided detailed reewi Ofleight experimental CAI lessons that

were developed and used for the project; four used Simulation and,four

did not., The simulation studies used,a combination-of computer

and microfiche for 3D percent of lesson materials with anly.20 percent"' 4!

text. The non - simulation lessons utilized graphics fof 33ier-cAnt of

the materials and 67 percent text. The figures for the simulation lessons.-

.

.

:reflect the fact that graphics were used as a-response mode.50 percent. ,

sof the time. ,rhet is, half of the time, student performance, was judged
.. ., -

on manipulatiols of the graphic simulations instea of on multiple ehoied

or constructed responses.

d
1/4 ,

4
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Thus the NAVPERSRANDCEN reseaAh shows the eXteneive role o graphics

in Cg'S. Some,of the specific' capabilities' need to support this

I

p

elOpment are dierkind of de cussed below. -Consideration will be given 4o

storage. capabilities, display techndlogy and input devices, presentation

capabilities, and data collection.

Storage, Capabilities

2
t

Hurlock,and Slough (1976) reported that simulation lessons used to

evaluate PLATO IV required an average of 50 percent more space for storag

,'of material for each on-lineihour thad did the lessons'that didnot use

conputer graphic.4 extensively. While the PLATO IV system is capable, of

prlxvidingthis kind of storage (as would be the case with anyc,large netwbrk

system), i'is dedicated, in'philosophy, to the Support of many.N.ssons
.

requiring small amounts of extended. course.storage (ECS) rather than a .

, .

few'leSsons withy,gh amounts. As a result, the NAVPERSRANDCEN lessons
.

. .-
.:.

could only be.run when-user load Was low,. or researchers had to accept
.

.decreased terminal utilization as-a result of increased ECS demands/.
,

lesson complexity. Therefore, one of.the primary requiremenU of h system
, e . A

that i going to ber used for simulatlon is not only sufficient storagebut
o

also d' determination of the additional requirements that wl fbe placed .on x:

the sYStem. Ifetwork systems are to be.-used, managers will .have to make,

. .***.- -

,: _. .

the appropriate provisions; otherwise, stand-aiOne,systems should be used:

--%

These comments are based on requirement-0ot computer graphics'and
.

. . , - .. .

not adequately reflect features of alternaave simulation displays such as, ,

.
,. , . ' , Y. O. ' i

random access slides. This: mediuiois Mated to a..SeE number Wsli4s-
.. ,t

.1. .
- . , g .

-,,
....

. ',',; . s*!', .
,

3 , .. .r... ,,

-w.. -.:, , ,/ .. ,

,- . .., ..



that can be accessed at any given time (usually BC1),_and response time,/

is
1.

quite slow so that it is inappropriate for complex, interactive glmulation.

Thgbest use of slides may be as a supplement to interactive graphics. The

. General Electric Training System (GETS) is one stand -alone system that has

i . '
.

' incdrporated the capabilities for this combination.
.....,

.

Microfiche diOplays are another alternative for two-dimensional.

simulation: Researchers in the NAVPERSRANDCEN PLATO IV project found

that microfiche:production phases were too involved and resolution of the .

displays too poor to be acceptable. This was four years ago, however, and

the sophist 'cation of the medium has increased iderably.' Joseph Rigney

a,

of the Behavioral Laboratories at.the University of Southern California has

If .

just completed a study using microfiche for teaching simulated troubleshooting.

Rigney feels that the microfiche approach compares very favorably to the

use of computer graphics (Rigney, Note 2) .,

1J

Other.ilternatives may be provided by several possible configurations of
,

videodisc and microtechnology. Video-disc is an inexpensive, high density

storage medium, which, in'eombinat n kith sufficient computer apport,

. .

-could be used for two-dimensionarsimUlation. At this point in ,time,.

statemenEtaboui pot
\
ntial app4cations of videodisc are pure speculation

. so it will be intersting 'to see what the research will show in the way

pf cost andinstructional benefits tradeoffs. .

,t
lb

J a

C)t., \ \ s.:
l.."
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Display Technology and Input Devices
.

'4

CBS has been implemented on'systems h both CRT and....gasme panel

display` screens. The plasma panel, as used 'n the PLATO, IV .and GETS

systems, was judged very favorably by the AUtho s and students who

participated in the NAVPERSRANPCEN PLATO IV evaluation project. These

persons felt that,displays were highly readable and did not cause fatigue.

,

or.eye, strain, and the authors commented on the ease with which displays

could be coordinated with touch panel input. They felt that the panel

.

was era useful for simulation and other interactive tasks .(Hurlock &

SlOugh,497,6),
.-

While the plasma paneifis limited to the colors of black and amber,
,/

.....\ .

this may not be'too much of a limitation in that tfilaseffects of color on .

instructional effectiveness are not cldr. Kanner (1960 found that the
.

minimal use of color seemed to help students to iden tify,important.inforMati9n.

'4;
The Majority of, the research in the area, however? reports no differences

between colokndblack.and white presentations on learning ,(Gulliford, 1.973).

Ar

The CRT screen, such as that used in the TIC&T'ystem, is capable of,

color displays and hastt least two advantages over the plasma panel.

`One is that the hardware i5 compatible with the videodisc and if the

expected benfits of that medium are realized,, systems With CRTs is that

recent developmenls, such,aS raster scan technology, promise increased
.

.

memory with simplified circuitry and lower. costs; such features wq)luld be

clearly beneficial for two - dimensional "simulation,.

I cl



Inpdt clavicles typically, used for CBS include a standard keyboard
-*

)

(;.g.., Lahey, Crawford, & 11),rlock,,1975), the tOtith panel (e.g.,CrawfOrd,%

et al., 1976), and.the lightpen.usedwith GETS (Radsken & Crosson, 1975)

and planned for use with simulation on the TICCIT system. In rather"

4

.

unique applications, Feurzeig and Lukas (197r1 and Trollip (19477) utilized

.
-.a.

- -
,

a joystick interfaced with a computer-based instructional systeth for recording

student.input on 'flying" holding patterns.

While it would seen that-Che.uSe of Ehegtouch'panel or joystick would

be preferred to the lower fidelity input devices, effective training was

demonitrated in all four applications. Additionally it should be kept in

mind that for-some portion of any training situation, the keyboard will

provide an in5xpensive and perfectly adequate means for evaluating student

progress. Input deN4ce features and hou,they relate 'to training effectiveness

need tobe determined as part of the fidelity research mentioned earlier.
i.

Presentation Capabilities

O

One obvious problem that emerged from the findings of the NAVPERSRANDCEN

sjuiies (lurlock & Slough, 1976) was that network systems such as PLATO IV,IA

which conpeCt,the computer to the terminal by telephone lines, are not the

st.syStems for presentation of simulation materials. TransmiSsion errors

belLthecomputer and the terminal,, which do not seriously disrupt a

standard CAI lesson, do distort the simulation display. This often causes

students to have to start over on complex behavioral sequences and results

in considerable frustration. Systems such as TICCIT or stand7alonevare not

subject tothese problems.



. ,

, /

/ -
Syste6 response tiMe.is also an imPlortant factor-to be considered.

. t
.

Obser'vation suggests.. that slow system response time,. as caused by. hardware

'limitationsk heavy user loads, lowers iacceptbility (and presumably' -

ft
. N

/.. :7' *. ,*\ * .

: A' ..

... petagogical e ctivenes)lin studentsWii.o.have haI previous experience . .

. 0
t -'

2 , .

l'Ah the real-world coudferpart of the simulation (Crawford, et, al..,', 1977).
.....

.

)-
As mentioned earlier, the results are confounded, but it is clearly an,.

. -
t . N .

4 %
e%

area-n7ding researCh.- Once again, standalone systemsAay be ,the be§C
, ,

sOlUtion. LETS: for example, has been-designed specifically to support
,. .

, .
,-- ,

,4nteractive graphic displays.' This system is desCribed,aS a state transition

. ,
e

, ,

.

. device based on string-oriented, as opposed to numbef-oriented processing

(Rupp, 1976). One.result of this design is f r system response time.

GETS, for example, is apprrOxiatelylpfive times faster than PLATO IV. It
- L:.*

"
.

is expepted, though not substantiated, that the architecture of-a System

o

like GETS iS conducixie to ease and speed of courseware dev ment. For

example, graphics.dexieloped in the GUTS system are origin-oiented at any-1
..*

0 ? ,
W 7

6

' given time._ The result is that they can be moved around the screen to create
0 ,

N
4

-
6 .

new displays with very little,pprog'ramming. A research. effort that is much'
. 0 e .. s b

...

. ...

a

'Tie* uld compare requirements of idA;ical sets of.material 'on different .k

types of systems in terms of progfamming time, required skill levels of

programmers, and overal .costs.,!'

Data Collection

Given'ihatpthe primary evaluation issue in CBS is transfer of training, data
, .

. .

. . ' .

comparing CBS performance to real-world performance, is a top priority fa. '

, . + -
.

, *a

"future-research. however, some of the benefits of d chleution

,

within
.

.

1



, .

the prooeSs of CBS shbuld not be:overlooked. For example, Lahey .dad Coady
. '01

,;h A. k.% -, .
.

. - ,
k.

(1978) hard; copied outlitVf the "trail" (each response made during the

\- PI. ,'S
. .

lesson) of each student Ind were thus able to assess preferred learning
. ...

...
< .

r-

.strategies in a learner controlled lesson.
.

.. .

, . .,

Thecolleciion of student. aency data, which is possible in most CAI
, . . . . .

systems, can also be useful. Williams (Note 3) has proposed a theoretic l

model qt student processing capay'suggesting that latency information,

can be used to evaluate levels of student knowledge. There'are also

iiplications here for the use of this type of data for validation efforts.

Thus, capabilities for flexible and assessable data eolltation should always
. .

be'consideredin the design of neure systems.
.

SUMARY AND RECOMIENDATIONS

. .

- The research efforts reviewed here demonstrate the potential effectiveness

and efficiency of C3S fo ning certain performance-oriented skills, toi

_

....:

certain students, under certain circumstances. Assumming that these positive.

findings will be more generally applicable, it is now necessary to colAect

data and develop a contingency algorithm from which predictive statetnts can

be made about specifically when, how, and far Whom the methodology can be used

most appropriately. Recommendations will be made here that parallel the two

major portions of the bodY'of the paper: 'Uaining considerations and CBS

system features.

I
o A

To begin with, it is necessary to13etermine the combination of student.
\ ,

and task types that,I,T.11 Optimally benefit from training by CBS. It will

1



then be necessary to,specify how these factors interact with varying levels

. ,

of appearance and functional fidelity with respect to transfer of traiging.

.

.Researchers-have suggested that a worthwhile approach to this matter might

be found in emphasizing functional fidelity as it relates to instructional

1

design. Variables of interest, wilihin this context, are student-curriculum

interaction (the amount necessary), input device technology (comparisons of

light pen to touch panel interaction), cues present in the simulation

) materials (regarding the degree to which they must be_similar qualitatively

and quantitatiliely to those present in the real-World), and the roles of

feedback, task analysis, and learning strategies. This line of research,

then, would be centered around the'tradeoffs between "gdod" instructional

design-and fidelity levels.

The other area of research to be discussed here, that of system features,

is one that `should probably be initiated after some of the previously.mentioned

issues have been resolved. That is, it is difficult to optionally design

system features when the basic learning parameters remain in question.

41,

Experience indicates that, given state-of-the-art equipment, the ideal

system configuratiOn, i.e., on incorporating all feat ures that haven

found to be useful for training, could be characterized in the following way:
1-

1. Thd system should be tand-alone and designed to support extensive

use of interactive graphics material fn term's of a flexible authoring

language andDpresentation capabilities; these capabilities would
.1!

'permit fast system response and sufficient storage.
A

"4

.0"
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4

*.>

2. The systeM should have h touch panel or light pen and a keyboard

for student input." This combination would provide a mix of (high

fidelity interaction and constructed psponses.

3, A CRT would seem to be optional since is would provide the
a

ideal display in that color could be used if desired. The

system also would be amenable to modification to take advantage

of adVances in the technology such as videodisc.
O

4., The system should posess both a computer graphics and,microfiche

or slide capabilities thus permitting presentation, of graphic sim-
' a,

ulatiens in conjunction with photographs of real-world objects.

5. The ideal system should also have capabilities for'collection

and hard 'copy of "trail" and latency data. While the feature

,

would not affect the quality of the simulation, it would enhance

. the value of CBS as a research tool.

Research. to -date indicates that combining these features could produce

.

a CBS system of maximal effectiveness; the question of efgiciency rethains.

otA

Future research should examine these features for areas of poisible reduction)

in that the.total suggested configuration '.s pr4ably unnecessary. It seems

probable thSt the ':idealwsystem could be streamlined for cost-effectiveness
, -

while maintaining the same quality of instruction. For'example,.the nse of

microfiche as an alternative, rather than as a supplement, to computer grahpics

may,prove to be a reliable finding. Likewise, videodisc lay be a low-cost

solution to storage problems.



O

As stressed eariler one of the most important researc

ty
is a of authoring papabiaties, developmental and a

4rements

cost analysis of prpgrapming the sane .trainlins materials on a range of

ystems, This would provide useful information in terms of overall effeciencS7

of the different system configurations.

14P

While all of the factors mentioned should be taken into consideration
-

of the design a4,0 purchase of CBS systems, 'rapidly increasing technological

advances requite that future developments be anticipated. For example,

at the. present time network systems are More cost effective than standalones

when a large number okterminals is required. However, this will aot

be the case its a few years when microprocessors, working together,will give

'small systems most of the functions of large ones at a fraction of the
1 ,

--mgt. Thus, the final recommendation for research in the area of CBS, is to
_/

approach CBS training with a futuristic orientation to ensure maximal

utilizationof newly emerging technologies.
.

4

`
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